
Abstrakt anglicky 

The research study deals with the use of Camberwell Assessment of Need (CAN -

Clinical version) in the process of assessing the needs of people with mental illness in order 

to find out whether the instrument appears to be useful for identifying the needs of people 

with mental illness in the process of providing specific social services (i.e. services provided 

by Fokus Praha) and to identify whether this tool may be used in practice in future 

as a supporting platform for designing of appropriate interventions. 

The work in this research has its theoretical and functional aspects. The theoretical 

part of the conducted research devoted attention to the needs particularly some 

of the theoretical aspects of needs. Moreover, there is a dedicated space on the existence 

of any specific needs of people with mental illness and detailed description of the Camberwell 

Assessment of Needs form - its characteristics, conditions and method of the administration 

and its use in practice. 

The empirical part aimed to map the needs of both areas in which clients and people 

interested in the services of Fokus Praha need support, especially to describe what form 

and level of support in these and other life areas already benefited from a sophomore trying 

to map the extent to which changing the structure of the system needs for the sample 

of respondents in the re-mapping of the half year. The examples of specific case studies in this 

research attempts to illustrate how the civic association Fokus Praha uses the Camberwell 

Assessment of Need in practice and how it continues to work with the results of this mapping. 

This thesis presents Camberwell Assessment of Need investigation as a useful tool 

for mapping the need of clients with mental illness in the context of social services both 

at the beginning of cooperation (in relation to the indications in services) and in the course 

of the collaboration client and his key staff - to create a client "tailor-made" rehabilitation 

plan, monitoring its health and social situation. 

System of needs and values such as human as a unique individual, this tool does 

not close. It may be, however, support for opening this issue in cooperation with the client 

through an interview on the subject, or use another, more suitable tools for the purpose 

intended. 

Grasping the context of the theme of needs and values form an important basis 

for understanding ourselves and the client for which the worker usually help support, 

confidence and the person who accompanies the journey of life with illness, disability, trauma 

or difficult life situations. For this reason it is very important to take these issues and therefore 



I see a functional grasp of the general framework and developmental psychology, personality 

psychology and the history of psychology as an important practice for all the helping 

professions. 

 


